Sermon Customized Message and Revelations for

November 28th 2008

the Messenger at age 59.
A True Marvel from Allah, the Lord of the
Universe!

I seek refuge in ALLAH from satan the rejected.
In the name of ALLAH, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
Praise be to ALLAH, today is November 28, 2008 – the day I was born and granted life by the
Eternal Creator and Lord of the Universe. I have turned 59 years old, Masha Allah. Being
preoccupied with my medical tests and doctor’s appointments, I could not finish this Sermon on
time. Therefore, I have taken the time to prepare and type this after November 28. For the last
few weeks, I had been put to the Test by the Almighty, Most Merciful to see if I am
appreciative or not. It has offered me a good chance to earn some credits by staying up most of
the nights meditating on ALLAH’s name, bowing and prostrating to the Lord of the Universe
and imploring Him for His mercy to heal me. I have implored Him through the proven verses
of the Quran and I know that my Lord appreciates that I recite what He has granted and
revealed to me. This is my way of showing and expressing my appreciation to Him.
14:7 Part 1: Your Lord has decreed: "The more you thank Me, the more I give you."
Part 2: But if you turn unappreciative, then My retribution is severe.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 4, the diff. is 1, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 63 and 62, the diff. is 1, Alhumdo Lillah.
Revealed: Chapter No. is 14 and Verse number is 7 – the Perfect Code of Seven Pairs.
The revelation of 14:7 becomes even more clear and precise when I break it down in parts to
reveal the exact message coming out of it. The Revelation of 1 is revealed for those who are
thankful to ALLAH and the Revelation of 2 meaning disbelief and idolatry occurs when people
turn unappreciative and incur His wrath and retribution.
14:7 Part: Your Lord has decreed: The more you thank Me.
Part: The more I give you.
Revelation for Believers: The Allah letters are 3 and 2, the diff. is 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 32 and 31, the diff. is 1. True believers praise and
thank ALLAH all the time for everything, and they are given the good news under the
“Revelation of 1” of their Lord’s acceptance and approval of submission to Him.
14:7 Part: But if you turn unappreciative,
Part: Then My retribution is severe.
Revelation for Disbelievers and Idolaters: The Allah letters are 1 and 3, the diff. is 2.
Any worship of satan constitutes worship of 2 gods and is considered idolatry and
disbelief in the One and Absolute Allah.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 30 and 32, the diff. is 2. Again the Most Wise
Allah has proven through His glorified letters the difference between worship of ONE
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GOD and two gods. The revelation has opened up the verse like never before to clarify
the teachings for the believers.
2:152 Part 1: You shall remember Me, that I may remember you, and be thankful to Me.
Part 2: Do not be unappreciative.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 158 and 92, the diff. is 66. ALLAH has
clearly pointed out to the messenger and the believers that we should always remember
Him and be thankful to Him, so that HE may remember us. We should never be
unappreciative of Him and His blessings no matter what situation we are put in as a
Test. He does not like the unappreciative human beings. Saying “Alhumdo Lillah” often
enough is a good way to appreciate Him and for thanking Him.
This is the Revelation from my Lord, reminding me and the believers, that we should always
remember our LORD and thank Him, for everything that He has given us in our lives. If
anyone turns unappreciative of His blessings or when the Test afflicts you, then He nullifies
your Submission and His retribution is severe for the unappreciative. This is now a proven
revelation through a pair of similar verses on remembering ALLAH.
These have been important days of my life, and a reminder that the Almighty Creator created
me 59 years ago, and sent me to Earth to participate in the Test of Submission. It is indeed a
blessing and a mercy from Him that He chose to guide me at some point in my life, in order to
steadfastly worship Him for the rest of my life, Alhumdo Lillah. The blessings upon me from
the Grantor and Possessor of All Grace and mercy are enormous and continue till present.
The Creator of the High Heavens and the Earth has chosen and granted me the privilege
through the inclusion of my name letters in the verses of the glorious Quran to reveal the
profound, unparalleled, and unsurpassed revelations sent down for all the people on Earth as the
“Ultimate and Customized Miracle” - Glory and Praise be to ALLAH. The sending down
of this “blessed message” before the Day of Reckoning and the Day of Judgment makes it
highly important in terms of all the messages sent down by the Most Merciful so far on Earth.
GOD has provided me with new and descriptive words over the course of the revelations and
time, in order to appropriately define the Message revealed to me through the numbering system
set up through the Arabic Quran but translated in English to make the Message widespread
across the earth, thus adding praise for my LORD. The name given to the revelations inspired to
me in the past was “the ultimate miracle” and “ultimate revelations” which I have used
frequently in my Sermons. The new word to define such precise, accurate, and personalized
revelations appears as the lead word for the topic of this Sermon.
It is called “Customized Message” from Allah, Lord of the Universe.
The word “customized” is appropriate and applicable, as the proofs of the verses in my personal
name have far exceeded the normal revelation as a “Sign.” The Most Sacred and Most
Dignified LORD has drawn my attention to His mercy by making the message special for
me and for the believers.
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76:23 We have revealed to you this Quran; a special revelation from us.
76:24 You shall steadfastly carry out your Lord's commandments, and do not obey any
sinful disbeliever among them.
Inspirational Proof: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 6 and 6 to reveal the glorified name
of Allah as 66.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 9, the diff. is 1. The sum of Allah letters for
both Verses, is also 19. Praise be to Allah who has revealed His Name as well as the
proven fact that He is 1 and Waahed (One) through His letters, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters for both verses are 28 – a number that ties in to
my day of birth, and is a multiple of 14.
Moreover, the Quran has been revealed centuries ago with the predetermined plan and choice of
the Most Merciful to compose it with precisely 14 Verses under the numbers 178 and 128
bearing the gematric values of the messenger’s first and last names as Makbool Husain, Subhan
Allah. The messenger’s name in Arabic comprises of 9 letters and the 14 Verse Numbers
aforementioned appear over 9 chapters to perfectly match with my name letters. The Verse
Nos. 178 and 128 appear in Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 16, 20, 26, and 37.
These are highly coded and secret numbers known only to ALLAH in the past, except for what
He will reveal now for your knowledge. These numbers include and bear His Glorified
Signature over the messenger’s name and His selection for the “specified and ultimate
message” as well as the entire Quran being the message till the Day of Judgment.
Note the Proofs to appreciate the name of ALLAH in a unique and coded manner.
The name of ALLAH comprises of 1 Aleef, 2 Lam, 1 Hey (1A, 2 L, 1H) = 1-2-1. This reveals
the composition based on the frequency of 3 different letters.
This now becomes a sacred number for the purpose of this Sermon, as it relates to
ALLAH. Let me decipher the coded number 121 with my Lord’s permission and His
approval. The number 121 turns into a “revelation” becoming chapter 12, Verse No. 1. Let
me turn to my Lord for the Revelation, who is Omnipotent and has the Absolute
Authority over all matters.
12:1 A.L.R. These (letters) are proofs of this profound scripture.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 124 and of the messenger is 234, the diff. is 110.
This proves that ALLAH is in full control over His Scripture as the number 110 reveals, and
that He has granted His Approval and Authority to the messenger through the continuous
proofs provided by Him, Alhumdo Lillah. This verse indicates a blanket approval and authority
for the messenger, as it talks about the entire scripture having letters as proofs evidenced
throughout the verses. This Verse, which opened up as a “Revelation” through the coded letters
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of Allah as 121, provides the Proof for the messenger for the entire Quran, as you will witness
below.
Revealed: The Allah letters in the verse are 8 and A.L.R. letters are 9, the diff. is 1.
Revealed: The A.L.R. letters are 9 and messenger’s letters are 10, the diff. is 1, while
the sum is 19.
Notation: In this Verse, the Quranic Initials of A.L.R letters are Proofs for the messenger.
This special inscription of Quranic Initials in relation to the messenger’s letters is what makes the
Quran so special and praiseworthy and glorifies and magnifies ALLAH to the Highest
Degree. As observed by you, the Most Gracious has not only provided proof for the messenger
in relation to ALR letters but also for His glorified name also. He has proven the Scripture
through all 3 different ways – Allah – Messenger – ALR letters.
The chapters selected by the Most High for inscribing verses under the messenger’s name of
178 and 128 in 9 chapters add to:
Chapter Numbers 2 + 3 + 4 + 6 + 7 + 16 + 20 + 26 + 37 = 121
Thus the Omniscient has precisely matched the number 121 originating out of His Letters of the
Name with the sum of chapters which bear verses 128 and 178 of the messenger’s name adding
up to 121 also. This is called the “Revelation of Perfect Matching.” It reflects GOD’s immense
and enormous wisdom in predetermining and planning beforehand what is being revealed now.
Alhumdo Lillah.
Note another example of Perfection of the Most Gracious:
Chapter Numbers: 2 + 3 + 4 + 6 + 7 + 16 + 20 + 26 + 37.
The sum of all the digits of these numbers is:
2 + 3 + 4 + 6 + 7 + 1 + 6 + 2 + 0 + 2 + 6 + 3 + 7 = 49
Now open up the very first chapter – Al Fatehah. It is assigned Chapter Number 1 for the
specific reason with the proof that ALLAH is ONE. This is the only chapter, which is
completely devoted to Allah, bears praise for Him, and carries no other subject matter except
HIM.
The sum of the digits of 49 revealed through the chapters above, which bear verses under the
messenger’s name of 128 and 178, is Matched by the Almighty by sacredly inscribing 49 Allah
letters in the 7 Verses of chapter Al-Fatehah (The Key) which bears His name and glorifies
Him with no other subject matter in it.
The number 49 again reveals (49 = 7 x 7) to provide the Proof of the Seven Pairs, as well as the
verses are 7 also. Thus both numbers revealed by ALLAH as 121 and 49 refer back to Him in
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coded ways, as I have explained to you. The first number of 121 reflects the pattern of the 3
different letters, which make up the name – ALLAH, and the second number 49 reflects on the
only chapter whose subject and contents are assigned to the glorified name of ALLAH bearing
Chapter Number 1 and called “The KEY.”
With GOD’s will, I am going to combine the 2 numbers together. By taking the number of the
chapter as 1 and joining it with the coded number 121 – both of them representative of Allah –
the new number becomes 1121. This is now a multiple of 19, as 1121 = 19 x 59.
This new number 59 revealed by GOD now becomes the Topic of the Sermon –
“Customized Message and Revelations for the Messenger at age 59 – revealed by Allah,
Lord of the Universe.” Through the combination of the numbers revealed above, the
Most Wise has revealed the “coded message” thereby revealing the age of the messenger
at this time to be 59 years, and making it into a “revelation” for the topic of this Sermon,
Alhumdo Lillah.
To understand the meaning of the word “Customized Revelations,” I will give you a brief
overview of the revelations to show you the predetermined plan of ALLAH and His Perfection
of the Revelations granted to the messenger thus bringing enlightenment for the
believers.
22:52 Part 1: We did not send before you any messenger, nor a prophet - without having
the devil interfere in his wishes.
Revealed: The Allah letters are precisely 19 to explain and prove the system whereby the
devil who is the ardent enemy of Allah and of the believers, deliberately interferes in the
wishes of the prophets and messengers in order to corrupt the message of ALLAH.
Part 2: Allah then nullifies what the devil has done. Allah perfects His revelations.
Revealed: The Allah letters are precisely 14 in the part on “Perfecting His revelations”
after nullifying what the devil has done. This is the “ultimate and customized message
of Allah,” as the Codes of 19 and 14 have been revealed through the 2 parts of the Verse
on the “system of the devil.”
Complete Part 2: Allah then nullifies what the devil has done. Allah perfects His
revelations. Allah is Omniscient, Most Wise.
Revealed: Now the Allah letters also become 19 up to Most Wise after revealing 14 up
to “perfecting His revelations.” You have now seen how customized the verses are to
reveal 19-14-19 or however the Lord wills, Subhan Allah.
Part: Allah then nullifies what the devil has done.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128 for the messenger, Husain.
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Has Allah not proven that He does nullify the evil schemes of the devil, which he tries
against His messengers and His messages? The Omnipotent has clearly marked and
revealed the name of the present messenger in the appropriate part of the verse. The next part of
the verse opens up the Revelation of 1 for the messenger as the “special revelation” granted to
him.
Part: Allah perfects His revelations.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and messenger’s letters are 7, the diff. is 1, Subhan
Allah. There can be no greater or higher revelation than the “Revelation of 1” nor is there
any revelation superior to the one which proves that ALLAH is indeed ONE.
Therefore, ALLAH has perfected His revelations for the customized message given to the
messenger under his name letters, Alhumdo Lillah. The name of the messenger 128 along
with the Revelation of 1 are revealed through 2 consecutive parts of the verse next to
each other, as the Supreme Design of Allah.
Complete Part 2: Allah then nullifies what the devil has done. Allah perfects His
revelations. Allah is Omniscient, Most Wise.
Revealed: This part is composed of 19 Allah letters and the GV is 296 – the number,
which spells out the word “Messenger”, or “Rasool.” The Most Gracious has already
proven the name of the Rasool or Messenger and the Revelation given to him.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 296 for Part 2, and the GV of the messenger’s
letters is 832, the sum of 296 + 832 is 1128. This is the revelation of the month and day
of birth of the messenger as November 28. While the Omniscient has opened up the
“revelation of my name,” the actual “revelation of 1” blessed upon me, and now the
actual date of birth of the messenger is also confirmed through the same verse, as well
as the Codes of 14 and 19 which run through it.
Let me show you the hidden secret behind the number 1128 which is my date of birth, and how
the Most Merciful will open up another appropriate verse to reflect on the “customized
miracle and message.”
11:28 He said, "O my people, what if I have a solid proof from my Lord? What if He has
blessed me out of His mercy, though you cannot see it? Are we going to force you to
believe therein?
Revealed: The Allah letters are pre-coded to be 19 in the Verse, whose numbers
represent the month and day of birth of the messenger. The GV of 19 Allah letters is 188,
therefore the sum of 19 + 188 = 207. This now spells out “Rabbahoo or Rabbayhee”
for “their Lord or his Lord.”
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters for entire verse is 1372 = 14 x 14 x 7. This is a
powerful miracle under the Seven Pairs code and formula predesigned to reflect as a
miracle from ALLAH granted to the messenger whose name is already coded in the
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Scripture. There are clearly 3 parts to the Verse and the quotient or resulting numbers
also reveal 3 numbers as 14-14-7 to compliment each part of the verse. Read the 3 parts
of the verse separately and compare the Miracle to fully comprehend the Absoluteness of
Allah.
11:28 Part 1: He said, "O my people, what if I have a solid proof from my Lord?
Revealed: The GV of Quranic Initials in this part of the verse add up to 1128 –
revealing the hidden and coded date of birth of the messenger whereas the chapter and
verse number is also 1128, Subhan Allah.
11:28 Part 2: What if He has blessed me out of His mercy, though you cannot see it?
Revealed: In this part, the Quranic Initials by the count are 28 to reveal the day of birth
of the messenger, while Part 1 revealed the month and day of birth.
Both Parts 1-2: The letters of the messenger are 19 and 18, the diff. is 1. The solid
proof and the hidden blessing of God’s mercy, as mentioned in the verse has been proven
here, through the “Revelation of 1” and the secret coding of the day and month of
birth of the messenger.
Part 3: Are we going to force you to believe therein?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and the messenger’s letters are 6, the diff. is 1. Belief
in Allah and His messenger is voluntary and there is no compulsion in religion. Most
often, ALLAH does not force the people to believe unless there is a specific reason
behind it. The messengers are strictly forbidden not to force anyone to believe in GOD
and His messengers. The Revelation of 1 is a clear indication that belief has to come
from within the person and voluntarily.. If GOD has to force the people to believe, then
that kind of belief is not acceptable to Him. Such people are condemned to the Hellfire
and will not make it to Paradise.
Another example of perfecting the verses is given through 11:1-2.
11:1 A.L.R. This is a scripture whose verses have been perfected, then elucidated. It
comes from a Most Wise, Most Cognizant.
11:2 Proclaiming: "You shall not worship except GOD. I come to you from Him as a
warner, as well as a bearer of good news.
Revealed: The Perfection of these Verses is an indicator of all the verses in the Quran.
The perfection can only be expressed through the careful usage of the language, the
hidden content, and the mathematical coding of precise 7 Allah letters in Verse 11:1
followed by 14 Allah letters in Verse 11:2. This is the Perfect Coding of the Seven
Pairs reflected as 7–14 in numbers.
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Revealed: The Perfection of the Verses is further proven as the Arabic Letters for each
verse are 35 and 35 – being multiples of 7, and Perfectly Matched with each other.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters for both verses are 70 while the Quranic Initialed letters
are 51, the difference is 19. This is the Masterwork of the Creator – the inter-mix of
letters of the verses to reveal the specific Code of 19, which proves that everything is easy
for Him and He is Omnipotent.
Consider these Facts from the Quran – the Special Revelation to the Messenger:
The Quran is composed on the Codes of 19 and 14. The number 14 appears under different
numbers in the Verses to represent this vast Miracle in all of its forms of denominations. It
could be written as: 7 or 77 or 14.
The Verses under these numbers appear in the following chapters:
Chapter 1 ………………….... 7 Verses
Chapter 25 ………………… 77 Verses
Chapter 61 ………………… 14 Verses
Chapter 107 ………………….7 Verses
These verse numbers appear only 1 time without repetition of them. Verses other than these
numbers may be repeated in other chapters but not these ones. This shows the pre-design of the
Miracle of Seven Pairs to have only 1 occurrence of each to mark the Signature of the One
and Omnipotent Lord of the Universe.
There are a total of 114 chapters in the Quran. The chapters bearing the verses based on Miracle
of 7 and its various representations are only 4, which leaves the remaining chapters to be precisely
110 – the number representing “La Elaha Ella Hoo” for God’s Absoluteness.
While the verses under the messenger’s name of 178 and 128 occur precisely 14 times in the
Quran, the initials of my name H and M appear over 7 chapters in chapters 40 through 46
for a total of 14 occurrences to match with the Miracle of verses under my name. As the initials
of my name are in pairs given as H.M. – there are 7 Pairs of them for a total of 14 individually.
They are designed to perfectly fit with the gematric values of my name to cover both of the
Sacred Codes of 14 and 19, as you shall witness. The appropriate initial placed next to my name,
which it represents, in a straight line produces multiples of 19 and 14.
(Initial) H, (Name) Husain, (Initial) M, (Name) Makbool :
8,128,40,178 = 19 x 42781062
(Initial) M, (name) Makbool, (Initial) H, (Name) Husain :
40,178,8,128 = 14 x 28699152
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Praise be to ALLAH for the Perfect Design of Proofs for the messenger and the coding of
precision done by Him. He has proven to be the Absolute and the Omniscient Lord and
the One who creates ALL MIRACLES!
Consider another Fact – there are 14 occurrences of verses 178 and 128 under the
messenger’s name and are spread across 9 chapters. This reveals a new number by combining
14 and 9 to open up Verse 14:9. In this Verse, the Almighty expresses 3 names of previous
messengers as Noah, ‘Aad, and Thamoud, and then speaks about other messengers who have
come after them and known only to GOD. I will slice the appropriate part of the verse starting
from “other messengers who came after them and known only to GOD” to the end of the
verse, to show you the precise coding of the Most Wise in revealing my name and code which
is deeply embedded within the verse. This is the secret and hidden knowledge of ALLAH and it
reveals the profound nature of even minute parts of the verses which bear the “hidden secrets
of the Omniscient” in the Quran.
14:9 Part: And others (messengers) who came after them and known only to
GOD? Their messengers went to them with clear proofs, but they treated them with
contempt and said, "We disbelieve in what you are sent with. We are skeptical about your
message; full of doubt."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 44 and messenger’s letters are 58, the diff. is 14. This
is the hidden and secret code of the Seven Pairs which is marked precisely from the
point of verse talking about “other messengers who came afterwards and known only
to ALLAH.” Since my name Makbool is not mentioned by name as a messenger of the
Quran, the code of 14 identifies the messenger that GOD has pointed out several times
throughout the Scripture. How if the Omnipotent Lord also points out the coded and
mathematical name now along with the Code of 14? This will prove His Attribute of
Absoluteness, Alhumdo Lillah. Note how the fine details emerge out of the appropriate
parts of the verse.
14:9 Part: And others (messengers) who came after them.
Part: And known only to GOD?
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 36 and 164, the diff. is 128.
14:9 Part: And others (messengers) who came after them and known only to
GOD?
Part: Their messengers went to them with clear Proofs.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 200 and 72, the diff. is 128.
Praise be to Allah, who has Stamped and Revealed the un-named messenger being 128
Husain - twice through His name letters through parts of the verse which mentions about
other messengers coming and bringing clear proofs from their Lord. Now the messenger is no
longer un-named; he has been assigned a clear and mathematical name under the numbers
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128 and 178 and 306 which are his real names, serving as “Proofs from our LORD.”
Subhan Allah.
The verses under the messenger’s name appear in 9 chapters with the last occurrence being in
Chapter 37. After this, there are precisely 77 chapters left in the Quran, another Sign of the
Seven Pairs.
The last 2 occurrences of verses under the messenger’s name appearing in Chapter 37 covering
the last and first name are 37:128 and 37:178. Both of these are similarly coded to reflect the
Sacred Codes of 19 and 14, as well as marked in an identifiable and recognizable way with the
“Revelation of 1” through the letters of the messenger, as you shall witness:
37:128 Only GOD's servants who are absolutely devoted to Him alone (are saved).
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 19 – the first Sacred Code of ALLAH.
37:178 Disregard them for awhile.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 14 – the second Sacred Code of ALLAH.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters in each of the verses are 9 and 10 in the perfect
order to reveal the difference of 1, while the sum is 19. Both of the numbers add glory
to the One (1) Who is Waahed (19) – the Most Praiseworthy Lord of the Universe.
The Most Merciful has stamped the Message with His own Signature to remove all doubts
by coding even the last 3 verses of Chapter 37, which praise Him, and is the “ultimate prayer”
for the believers. This Stamp and Seal of Approval reveals the messenger’s full name through
the very special verse on “Praise for GOD.” It also demonstrates the Forgiver’s mercy towards
the messenger and those who will follow him in order to be redeemed. The Coding of this nature
and in a verse of this nature only reflects on GOD’s mercy and grace towards the believers,
by informing them of their messenger with due introduction of his full name, so that they can
follow the righteous path in life.
37:180 Glory be to your Lord, the great Lord; far above their claims.
37:181 Peace be upon the messengers.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 11 and 12, the diff. is 1. The Most Merciful has
wished peace upon His messengers. Those who believe, obey, and follow the
messengers of Allah are the ones who glorify Him in the decreed manner, as He
rightfully deserves. Those who do not believe and follow His messengers are
denying God’s Absolute Authority and blaspheme Him with their false claims, but
He is still the glorified and great LORD far above their claims.
Revealed: The Allah letters for both verses are 9 and messenger’s letters are 23, the
difference is 14. Both of the “powerful revelations” are revealed through these
important pair of verses.
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37:182 Praise be to GOD, Lord of the universe.
Revealed: The Allah letter are 8 and the GV is 157, the sum is 165 for Al-Samad –
the Absoluteness of Allah.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and the messenger’s letters are 12 – the special
coding of the messenger’s name of 128, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 306 – the special coding reveals the full
name of the messenger, so that the people have no problem recognizing him and
the revelations he brings from the Most High – the Absolute LORD. The
recognition of 37:182 as praise for Allah being Lord of the Universe is only
acceptable by Him if the worshiper recognizes and accepts the “coded messenger”
whose name is an integral part of the “words of praise for Allah.” The proofs of 128
and 306 cannot be disregarded, as Allah is the One who has inscribed them and
revealed them, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: 37:180-181 Allah letters are 9 and 37:182, Allah letters are 8, the diff. is 1.
Revealed: The GV’s of Allah letters for each set are 158 and 157, the diff. is 1.
This concretely and conclusively proves the predetermined design and plan of ALLAH
and the appointment of the messenger for the specific delivery of the Sacred
Codes and the Revelation of 1 to the people of the world.
The number 59 representing my age at this time, has a meaning behind it from the Quran
and is elucidated and explained in terms of “matching revelations” which the Absolute GOD
will make them apparent to you. He has revealed profound revelations which originate from
words and verses but are based on numbers; therefore the age of the messenger at this time with
a certain number bears relativity. Here is some of the wisdom which you will read and observe
through the coded number 59 which GOD will reveal out of His Mercy.
The 59th verse from the beginning of the Quran will be 2:52 (252 = 14 x 18 – being a multiple of
14). This verse reads:
2:52 Then, we pardoned you thereafter that you may be appreciative.
Revealed: The Most Gracious has perfectly marked the verse with 14 letters of the
messenger’s name to introduce and confirm the Miracle Code of Seven Pairs assigned
to him. The system of GOD reflects profound mercy on His part to pardon those whom
He chooses to guide so that they can be appreciative to Him, Praise be to the Forgiver.
The only chapter having 59 verses in the Quran is Chapter 44, called “The Smoke.” This is a
serious and powerful prophecy and I have recited some sermons on it with the verses and their
proofs in the past. This Prophecy has not come to pass yet, and it is for the future, known only
to the Knower of the Future, till He reveals its exact time through a messenger.
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This Chapter has some important and key verses drawing our attention to the laws of GOD, the
details of the Prophecy itself, the proclamations of the messenger to the people in delivering the
message, the fate of the disbelievers and the righteous and the comparison drawn between them,
the truth that the believers never die but move on to Paradise after dying on Earth, and finally
through the last verse of the chapter asking the believers to wait for God’s judgment to come
while the disbelievers also have to wait.
I will take selective parts of the chapter’s verses to highlight some of the Miracles and the
messages originating through the verses. The verses are sacredly coded and marked to reveal
precise codes and miracles, as you will witness. It is easy to recognize the messenger whom the
Most Gracious is addressing through this Chapter and through the entire Quran.
RECOGNIZING THE MESSENGER
*** The verses of the Quran were revealed to Prophet Muhammad at the time of “Original
Revelation,” subsequently to Rashad Khalifa, and now the revelations have been re-revealed
and inspired to the messenger Makbool Husain, Alhumdo Lillah.
The pre-designed proofs through the same verses are GOD’s Testimony of the Truth given to
the messenger. Hence, the believers are being enlightened to new facts and revelations – all of
this is supported with the Truth from our LORD.
44:3 We have sent it down in a blessed night, for we are to warn.
97:3 The Night of Destiny is better than a thousand months.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and 8 – the Pattern of 128, to reveal the name of
the messenger, Husain.
44:4 In it (the scripture), every matter of wisdom is clarified.
44:5 It is a predetermined command from us that we send messengers.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 12 – the Pattern of 128. The
predetermined command of sending the messengers and clarifying matters of wisdom
through them is the pre-decreed system of ALLAH, which no one can abrogate. The
messenger, Husain, is thus part of the chain of messengers pre-decreed by the Most
Wise, Most High.
Revealed: The GV of every Arabic Letter of each verse is 855 and 1020, the diff. is 165.
The messengers are sent under the Sole and Absolute Authority of ALLAH who then
Sees and Hears the responses from the people. He is Most Wise and Cognizant of His
creatures.
44:5-6 It is a predetermined command from us that we send messengers. This is a mercy
from your Lord.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 17 – the Pattern of 178.
The sending of a messenger is called “mercy by our LORD.” Without this mercy, the
people would not have a messenger, and without the guidance through the messenger, the
people cannot believe and work righteousness, and without belief and working
righteousness the people cannot be forgiven by the Forgiver, nor can they be redeemed
back into Paradise, without going through the essential and mandatory Test of
Submission in this life.
44:6 Part 2: He is the Hearer, the Omniscient.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 17 and Allah letters are 8 to reveal the name of the
messenger, 178, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 103 for Al-Sajdah or the Prostration.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 306 – perfectly designed to reveal the name
of the messenger through one of the prime and prominent attributes most commonly used
in inspirational, imploring, and guidance verses. The total act of prostration, worship, and
reverence can only be achieved as pointed out through the proofs of the verse, which is to
accept and follow the messengers of ALLAH.
97:1 We revealed it in the Night of Destiny.
97:3 The Night of Destiny is better than a thousand months.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 9, the diff. is 1 – These are “new
revelations through the Code of 1” to confirm the previous revelations and the
entire Quran, Subhan Allah.
97:2 How awesome is the Night of Destiny!
97:3 The Night of Destiny is better than a thousand months.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 9, the diff. is 1
In this chapter, Verses 44:18, 19, 32, and 33 are of great significance. These verses are on the
messenger and this message.
Matching Set through Allah Letters
44:18 Proclaiming: "Listen to me, servants of GOD. I am an honest messenger to you."
44:19 And, "Do not transgress against GOD. I bring to you powerful proofs.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and 13, the diff. is 1, glory be to Allah.
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Note that the opening verse, 44:18 is clearly marked with 14 Allah letters to produce the Sign
and the Miracle for the un-named messenger here. This happens to be Makbool Husain by the authorization and mercy of my LORD. Further, the “Revelation of 1” through the
Sacred Name of ALLAH has been bestowed upon me as a special mercy from the Grantor,
Subhan Allah.
The part of verse 44:18 addressed to the messenger is also marked through the same divine code,
as you will see:
44:18 I am an honest messenger to you.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are marked as 14 – the clear Sign of the Messenger.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 62 + GV of Allah is 66, the sum is 128 – to reveal
the name of the messenger.
After revealing the first matching set through Allah letters, the next matching set is
revealed through the messenger’s letters. This shows Allah’s extreme mercy and
consideration for the messenger who has been blessed with enormous Signs from His
Lord. I am fully appreciative of my Lord’s mercy towards me, Alhumdo Lillah.
Matching Set through letters of the Messenger
44:32 We have chosen them from among all the people, knowingly.
44:33 We showed them so many proofs, which constituted a great test.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 16 and 17, the diff. is 1. Praise be to Allah.
The delivery of this message and the sending of this messenger, according to GOD’s decree, is
a profound event and sign, which will distinguish those who uphold His Absolute Authority
(110 & 165) through His messengers or not. Truly, the Praiseworthy has shown continuous,
unique, incredible, and verifiable proofs to the followers of the Quran, and those who dispute,
disregard, distort, or reject the “Words of the Almighty” will have to bear the most serious
consequences in the Hereafter. For this reason, the sacred and glorious proof of 110 is marked
in the verses through the letters of the messenger, so that the people can identify the messenger
and believe in GOD through him. All of this is meant to remove all doubts from the hearts of the
believers – a special mercy from ALLAH.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 426 and 536, the diff. is 110, Glory be to
the Absolute Lord, who holds the Absolute Power to everything in the Universe.
The “Revelation of 110” through the messenger’s letters shows and proves that ALLAH tests
the people regarding His Absolute Authority through His messengers. This pivotal fact is key
to belief, which is not known by the majority of the followers of the Scriptures, nor do they
accept GOD’s reminders about their Covenants and Pledges made with Him. The disbelievers
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constantly wage the rebellion against GOD while maintaining possession of His Scriptures and
also reading them. They totally ignore the contents and commands of the Scriptures. Therefore,
this 2nd chance for them in this life is only to repeat the same what they did during the “Heavenly
Feud” and they are certainly not here to repent, reform, or to ask for forgiveness from the
Forgiver, the Almighty.
The following verses demonstrate the arrogant behavior of disbelieving people.
74:52 Does each one of them want to receive the scripture personally?
74:53 Indeed, they do not fear the Hereafter.
Revealed: The total Allah letters for both Verses are 17 and total Aleefs of
Absoluteness for both Verses are 8 to reveal the messenger 178 through the complex
mix of the lettering of the Most Praiseworthy Allah. Those who show lack of
appreciation for GOD’s wisdom and Absolute Authority to reveal what He just
revealed, have not really believed in Him nor can they be guided.
The message continues from Verse 74:52 with the warning for those who do not fear the
Hereafter due to their lack of reverence for GOD and the Absolute Choices and Decisions
which He makes regarding His selection of messengers.
You have already seen the clear Proof through 74:52-53. Now the next 3 verses, 74:54-56 which
end on the chapter will be put into comparison with 74:52-43, so that you can marvel at the
obvious and customized Revelation of ALLAH, glory be to Him.
74:52-53 Does each one of them want to receive the scripture personally? Indeed, they do
not fear the Hereafter.
74:54-56 Indeed, this is a reminder. For those who wish to take heed. They cannot take
heed against GOD's will. He is the Source of Righteousness; He is the Source of
Forgiveness.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters for each set of 2 and 3 verses are precisely 25 and 24,
the diff. being 1. These sets of verses carry and deliver the warning to those who
disregard the Hereafter, as well as serve the reminder for those who wish to take heed in
imploring for righteousness from the Source of Righteousness and Forgiveness –
ALLAH. The Most Gracious has presented the Proof of His messenger sent to deliver
the “Sacred Revelation of 1 GOD” rather than through His own name letters. This is
the gist of Islam – following the guidance sent down through the messengers in order to
believe in ALLAH and to obey His commands.
Revealed: The set of last 3 verses, 74:54-56 are further marked with 19 initials of the
messenger’s name clearly guiding the followers to the Path of ALLAH who is the Source
of Righteousness and Forgiveness, Alhumdo Lillah.
Coming back to the verses of Chapter 44, the 2 pairs of verses 44:18-19 and 44:32-33 are
designed by the Best Designer to be 14 verses apart from each other to magnify the Miracle of
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the Seven Pairs. This shows and proves that these verses are applicable to the current messenger
and message, Subhan Allah. Each of these sets has been designed to reveal the “Revelation of 1”
through the letters of Allah and also those of His messenger called the “Matching
Revelations.”
44:18 Proclaiming: "Listen to me, servants of GOD. I am an honest messenger to you."
44:32 We have chosen them from among all the people, knowingly.
Revealed: The difference in Verses 18 and 32 is precisely 14 – the Sign of the
Messenger.
44:19 And, "Do not transgress against GOD. I bring to you powerful proofs.
44:33 We showed them so many proofs, which constituted a great test.
Revealed: The difference in the Verses 19 and 33 is precisely 14 – the Sign of the
Messenger.
The specific purpose of life is detailed through chapter 44 with profound signs from our Lord. I
will specifically recite these for you so that you may be enlightened with the proofs of GOD.
Specific Purpose of Creation Revealed to the Messenger
44:38 We did not create the heavens and the earth, and everything between them, just to
play.
44:39 We created them for a specific purpose, but most of them do not know.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and 7 – the specific purpose proven
through the Miracle of the Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 21 and 20, the diff. is 1 – It is a Test from
ALLAH – the ONE
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 27 and messenger’s letters are 41, the
diff. is 14. It is a grave test and a profound Sign for those who wish to take heed
through proofs of ALLAH and through His messenger.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for both verses are: 132 + 197 = 329 for Most
Gracious – the Lord of the Universe who has created the heavens and the earth for the
specific purpose, which most people do not know or care.
44:39 Part 1: We created them for a specific purpose.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and messenger’s letters are 10, the diff. is 1, the sum
is 19. The Tests of ALLAH are conducted through His messengers to test His
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Absolute Authority of choosing whomever He likes and by sending messages and
reminders through whomever He likes.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a Perfect 100 proving His Absolute
Sovereignty, Power, and Control over the entire universe and the creations.
44:39 We created them for a specific purpose, but most of them do not know.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 197 and of the messenger is 722, the diff. is 525.
This number is the gematric value of “Al-Fatehah” or “The Key.” It is a sacred word
and number representing the glorified Chapter Number 1 and its verses. The diff. of
525 therefore adds praise and glory to ALLAH who has willed that my name letters
create the difference of 525 along with His Praised Name.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 722 = 19 x 19 x 2 - double multiple of 19.
Those who do not care about the “Specific Purpose of Life” and the reason why they are here
on Earth will remain heedless to the messages sent down through the messengers of ALLAH.
Very few are destined to believe in the messengers while the vast majority are the wicked, who
will launch opposition against them or become vicious opponents of them in order to stop the
message of Truth of ALLAH from reaching others. The next verse clarifies the situation of the
messenger who seeks refuge in his Lord when faced with such enemies and opposition.
44:20 Part 1: I seek refuge in my Lord and your Lord.
Revealed: The only Allah letter in this part is 1 Aleef. The messenger’s letters are 9, to
reveal the Sacred Code of 19.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 128, to reveal the name of the messenger.
Revealed: The GV of Aleef is 1 and GV of messenger’s letters is 128 to reveal the date
of birth of the messenger as 1128, which is November 28.
Part 2: If you oppose me.
Revealed: The only Allah letters in this part is 1 Aleef. The messenger’s letters are 4, to
reveal the Sacred Code of 14.
Thus when the messenger seeks refuge in his LORD, it is all coded, marked by the LORD, and
happens in accordance with the will of the Lord of the Universe. The Sacred Codes running
deep within the short verse are the truthful testimony from my LORD.
Then there is a striking verse which bears the “good news” for those who reverenced their
Lord, came wholeheartedly, and attained the mercy of the Almighty, Most Wise.
44:42 Part 1: Only those who attain mercy from GOD.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 7 – the Matching letters
bring out the “Ultimate Miracle from ALLAH” who has revealed this before the Day of
Judgment as “a visible and prominent Sign” for those wanting to take heed. Without
believing in God’s proofs, miracles, signs, and messengers, the submission of the people is
not acceptable to the Forgiver, the Supreme.
Part 2: He is the Almighty, Most Merciful.
Revealed: The Allah letters are again 7 to reveal the entire verse under the Code of
Seven Pairs. Additionally, each part is split up into 7 and 7 Allah letters to display the
visible miracle.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and the messenger’s letters are 8, the diff. is 1.
This “Powerful Revelation of 1” informs the people that GOD is full of mercy through His
Attribute of Most Merciful for those who worshiped Him wholeheartedly and sincerely as per
His rules and laws; at the same time, He will be strict in enforcing retribution – hence the
attribute of Almighty is also given here.
44:42 Part 1: Only those who attain mercy from GOD.
Part 2: He is the Almighty, Most Merciful.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and 7 – the Seven Pairs Revelation.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 8, the diff. of 1 – the Revelation of 1
Entire Verse: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 15, the diff. is 1 – the
Powerful Revelation of 1 which will decide the fate of all the people from now to the
Day of Judgment.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 412. This represents “aayaat – which can
mean verses, revelations, miracles, signs,” and much more. GOD has clarified that those
who follow His revelations – previous and subsequent – are the ones who attain mercy
from Him.
There is a grave warning, and severe consequences mentioned for those who rejected God’s
Absolute Authority by rejecting His messengers and His messages. A pair of verses within the
same chapter opens up the Revelation.
44:48 Then pour upon his head the retribution of the Inferno.
44:49 Taste this; you were so powerful, so honorable.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 434 and 320, the diff. is 114. Praise be to
Allah, who sent down His Revelations covering the 114 chapters of the Quran
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through the messenger, but the majority of the arrogant and the disbelieving people
rejected ALLAH, Most Glorified.
The next pair of verses is a matching set designed on the Sacred Code of 19. The Miracle of 14
is also enshrined within the verses. Both of them are coded the same way to let the people know
that the Omniscient is fully aware of those who are astray and those who are guided. The first
one is for those who doubted and disbelieved in GOD’s Revelations and the second one is for
those who believed and were righteous. Both of these groups will have a very different destiny in
the Hereafter – the doubtful ones will be confined to the Hellfire while the righteous will be in a
secure position expecting the best from the Forgiver, Most Merciful. The wisdom of the
Praiseworthy encompasses everything and therefore He has uniformly marked opposing verses
for the wicked and the righteous in the same way with identical coding system. This proves the
predetermined plans and decisions of the Absolute.
44:50 This is what you used to doubt.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 19.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 while the Arabic Letters are 19, the diff. is 14.
44:51 The righteous will be in a secure position.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 19.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 while the Arabic Letters are 19, the diff. is 14.
The special coding declaring “Good News” for the righteous is revealed through the same
chapter by precisely spacing them 14 verses apart, Subhan Allah. The mercy of GOD is made
clear for the believers by informing them that they do not die beyond the first death and He has
spared them the retribution of Hell.
44:42 Only those who attain mercy from GOD. He is the Almighty, Most Merciful.
44:56 They do not taste death therein - beyond the first death - and He has spared them
the retribution of Hell.
Revealed: The difference in Verse numbers 42 and 56 is precisely 14 – the Seven Pairs
Miracle is the “good news” from the Forgiver, Most Merciful for those believers who
obeyed and followed His messengers without doubts and carried out all the commands.
The exact spacing of these verses reveals the profound and ultimate miracle associated
with this message.
Revealed: 44:42 & 56: The messenger’s name initials are 14 and 19 in each verse; thus,
the “great and good news from Allah, Most Merciful” is hereby stamped with the clear
and bold Sign of the Sacred Codes – the true blessing extended to the believers through
the teachings of the messenger, glory and praise be to ALLAH.
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Do you believe when the Most Merciful Lord says in parts of 44:42 and 44:56 that those
who attain mercy from ALLAH will be spared the retribution of HELL?
Observe and Reflect on the appropriate parts of verses and to witness GOD’s Marvel.
44:42 Part: Only those who attain mercy from GOD.
44:56 Part: And He has spared them the retribution of Hell.
Customized Revelation for the Messenger: The GV of messenger’s letters are 228 and
242, the difference is 14 – Seven Pairs. Glory be to ALLAH, who has already fulfilled
and proven His promise through the “Ultimate and Customized Miracle” for the
believers, before they depart from Earth and meet their LORD in Paradise. Now is the
time to attain the mercy of ALLAH by striving in His cause without fear of any blame by
anyone.
The good news for the believers of not suffering any more death after the first one is further
confirmed by revealing precisely 19 Allah letters in the remaining 3 verses left in the Chapter.
44:57 Such is the blessing from your Lord. Such is the great triumph.
44:58 We have thus clarified it in your language, that they may take heed.
44:59 Therefore, wait; they too will have to wait.
Revealed: The above are the last 3 Verses of the Chapter under the “Miracle of 3.”
This is a unique and separate Miracle apart from all other miracles revealed and seen by
you. I have not had much chance to shed light on this Miracle; though GOD may allow
me time in future to do so, if He so wills.
The “Miracle of 3” encompasses the 3 rd messenger from the Quran and the 3 rd
message of the Quran. It is easy to see that there are only 3 Verses on the Mathematical
Codes – 74:30, 15:87, 89:3.
Revealed: The Allah letters in these verses are: 8 + 8 + 3 = 19. Thus the Chapter is
sealed and stamped by the Omniscient with His Signature of 19, Subhan Allah.
The last verse, saying: “Therefore, wait; they too will have to wait” is stamped with the
GV of Allah letters as 7. These provide both of the Sacred Codes. The Stamp
through the Miracle of 7 is significant as it is in the end, on the last verse, and proves it to
be the “Ultimate Miracle from ALLAH, Most Glorified.”
44:57 Part 1: Such is the blessing from your Lord.
Part 2: Such is the great triumph.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 31 and 97, the diff. is 66 – ALLAH, Subhanahoo.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for entire verse is 128 – the messenger.
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The blessings of Allah – the Absolute and Eternal - are evident through the profound verse
speaking about “blessings and triumph” for the messenger and the believers by revealing His
Glorified Name as well as the name of the messenger through the same verse and through His
Name Letters. Alhumdo Lillah.
44:58 Part 1: We have thus clarified it in your language.
Part 2: That they may take heed.
Revealed: Each Part: The GV of messenger’s letters are 352 for Quran, and 166 for
ALLAH IS ONE.
The Most Gracious has thus clarified the message in English by translating it from Arabic, so
that the messenger, Makbool Husain, can recite His Revelations based on precision, and with
the specific meaning and message in order to clarify the details of the verses to remove all doubts.
The sacred numbers of 352 and 166 are profound proofs to support the writing of the messenger.
44:58 Part 1: We have thus clarified it in your language, that they may take heed.
44:59 Therefore, wait; they too will have to wait.
Revealed: Each Verse: The GV of Allah letters are 103 for “Al-Sajdah – the
Prostration” and 7 for the Miracle Code that connects to Allah when the believers
follow His Decree and Commands.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 518 and 390, the diff. is 128 for the
messenger. The Most Wise has again revealed the name of the messenger to assure the
hearts of the believers that this is not random or happenstance, but rather the
predetermined decision of the Almighty in sending clear and detailed messages to the
human beings through him.
Revealed: Both Verses: The GV of Allah letters are 103 + 7, the sum is 110. The
Stamp of Absolute Authority of 110 is thus placed upon these verses after revealing the
message and the name of the messenger, Subhan Allah.
44:59 Therefore, wait; they too will have to wait.
Revealed: This last Verse is Stamped by the Omniscient with GV of Allah letters as 7
while the GV of messenger’s letters is Stamped as 390, to reveal the diff. of 383. This
spells out the complete name of the Scripture called “Al-Quran, 383” which has been
subsequently revealed under the Sacred Codes to the messenger, Makbool Husain, with
the latest details and clarifications.
The Sacred Marking of 7 Allah letters with the word “Al-Quran” revealed through the
letters of Allah and of His messenger is indicative of the importance of this message and
makes it the “Ultimate Miracle from the Possessor of all Power and Authority, and from
the Highest Height, glory and praise be to ALLAH.”
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Note the numbers revealed by Allah, which are involved in the messages.
The GV of Allah letters and of the messenger are 7 and 390.
The sum of digits of (7+3+9++0) = 19.
The numbers 7 and 390 reveal the difference to be 383, which is Al-Quran.
The sum of digits of (3+8+3) = 14.
The “Revelation of the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14” through the last verse of Chapter 44 takes
on a new and heightened meaning when read with the proofs from our LORD. This is one of
the greatest miracles of Allah to end the last verse of Chapter 44, called The Smoke, by revealing
the Code of 7 and of the name of the Scripture called Al-Quran, which carries the Sacred Codes
in its Text and Subject matter. All of this is in the form of “Hidden Content” known only to
ALLAH and controlled by Him, Subhan Allah. He reveals it whenever He wills. The Quran
is exceptional and full of wisdom in that the letters of the Creator are smoothly interwoven
with the letters of the human messengers who have been chosen by Him to deliver His
Messages. This is evident through the Verses of the Quran, Alhumdo Lillah.
Then there is a chapter by the number 59 called “Al-Hashr” or “Exodus.”
The Miracle of 3 as pointed out to you before is evident though this Chapter. The last 3 Verses
are all in praise and glory of ALLAH and His various profound Attributes. The more you
read them, the more you can reverence the Creator. The verses have been designed by the
Initiator in harmony and when recited are pleasing to the mind and soul of the believers.
Here is the recitation of these 3 beautiful verses.
59:22 Part 1: He is the One GOD; there is no other god beside Him.
Part 2: Knower of all secrets and declarations.
Part 3: He is the Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters for each part are: 202 – 148 – 222. These
represent the values of: LORD – Praise be to ALLAH - your LORD. (Glory be to
Allah)
59:23 He is the One GOD; there is no other god beside Him. The King, the Most Sacred,
the Peace, the Most Faithful, the Supreme, the Almighty, the Most Powerful, the Most
Dignified. GOD be glorified; far above having partners.
59:24 He is the One GOD; the Creator, the Initiator, the Designer. To Him belong the
most beautiful names. Glorifying Him is everything in the heavens and the earth. He is the
Almighty, Most Wise.
Customized Proofs through the Sacred Attributes of ALLAH. “The Miracle of 3”
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Verse 59:22
Verse 59:23
Verse 59:24

Allah letters: 28
Allah letters: 41
Allah letters: 34

Total Allah letters: 103

Messenger’s letters: 25
Messenger’s letters: 47
Messenger’s letters: 42

Total Messenger’s letters: 114

Praise be to Allah who has Stamped 114 letters of the messenger’s name in the last
3 Sacred Verses of the Chapter numbered as 59, and these glorify the profound and unique
Attributes of the One and Only LORD of the Universe. The “perfectly coded 114 letters of
the messenger’s name” is the clearest Proof of ALLAH’s acceptance and approval of the
messenger by including them in the Sacred words defining His own Attributes, Alhumdo
Lillah. This signifies that the entire Quran has been revealed to the messenger and that his
name covers the entire Quran as the PROOF.
On the other hand, the Allah letters as 103 represent the value of “Al-Sajdah” or “The
Prostration.” In other words, the act of Prostration is similar to Submission to the One, who
is the Lord of the Universe. At the same time, the number 103 also represents the GV of
Iblees – 103 (satan or devil) - the condemned angel turned into jinn and the leader of the
rebellious creatures. The system of belief is set up by ALLAH by providing the guidance through
the messengers. Therefore, those who believe in Allah by believing in all of the messengers and
messages will be following the 114 chapters of the Quran without any doubts. This is the only
way to “submit or prostrate” (103) to the Most Powerful Lord of the Universe. Submitting
and prostrating to Allah through the Quran is the only way to seek refuge in Him from
satan the rejected, and to benefit one’s soul from the true guidance.
The Quran is the Book which provides the words to denounce and shun the devil and also
explains the history behind satan’s motives, ambitions, and desires to act as a god beside ALLAH
and his pledge to mislead all the people, except the few. It exposes him as the false and temporary
god who has no real power over the true believers.
To believe and follow ALLAH as the only Lord and to denounce and shun Iblees as the 2 nd
temporary god can only be done by upholding and following all the Verses of the Quran. The
Quran is the revealed word of ALLAH and His approval and acceptance can only be
sought through His words and Scripture.
The number 103 is therefore a highly important number to judge your belief or disbelief.
When you worship ALLAH through the Quran by upholding all of the verses, and follow His
messengers, then you have submitted and prostrated (103) to ALLAH, Lord of the
Universe.
But if you do not honor your pledges and covenants made with ALLAH, and do not uphold the
Quran, or disregard and disobey any of the verses, then you will be following the enemy of
ALLAH, which is Iblees – the shaitan (devil). This enemy of Allah is also the profound
enemy of the believers and it his intention to mislead anyone and everyone, to prove his
arrogance and thereby end up in HELL along with his followers. Therefore, the number 103 can
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be applied by the believers to follow the righteous path to prostrate (103) to ALLAH, or it can
also be followed by the strayers who follow Iblees 103 (the devil).
25:64 Part 1: In the privacy of the night,
Part 2: They meditate on their Lord, and fall prostrate.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 8, the diff. is 1
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 174 and 288, the diff. is 114 – the entire
Quran.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters for entire verse is 462 for “Statute Book” or
“Al-Furqan.”
462 = 7 x 66 ………… or ………… 14 x 33
During this Test from my LORD, I have tried to use my time at night in my privacy to meditate
on my Lord’s glorified name and attributes by falling prostrate and asking Him for
forgiveness of my sins and repenting to Him. No one else possesses any power except
ALLAH. He is the best Forgiver and out of all the merciful ones, ALLAH is the Most
Merciful. Praise be to Him.
50:33 They reverenced the Most Gracious, in their privacy, and came wholeheartedly.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and messenger’s letters are 20, the diff. is 14.

67:12 As for those who reverence their Lord, when alone in their privacy, they have
attained forgiveness and a great recompense.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are perfectly designed to be 19 in the verse. This is
my Lord’s approval of my worship of His Majesty and it is the last verse in the Quran
on “reverencing the Lord in privacy.”
Part 2: They have attained forgiveness and a great recompense.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 128 revealing the name of the messenger.
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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